
Lecture 21
Advanced structures

Daily Puzzle

• Sorry - no puzzle due to a segmentation fault.



Data

• It’s all about the data, the data, the data...

Data

• Sometimes you need large pieces of data... of 
different types.



Data aggregates

• structs

• typedef

• unions 

• enumerations

Structures

• Structures are a means of aggregating a 
collection of objects of possibly different 
types.

• The keyword struct introduces a structure 
declaration, which is a list of declarations 
enclosed in braces.



Structures

• A structure isn’t a variable type - it is a frame 
that holds multiple variable types.

struct record {
       char name[40];
       int age;
       double debt;
};

members

structure type

Structures

• This declaration creates an aggregate to store 
information related to a GPS point.

struct position {
       int deg, min, sec;
       char dir;
       double decD;
};



Structures

• The declaration can be thought of as a 
blueprint; it creates the type struct 
position, but no storage is allocated.

• Here we created a variable associated with 
the struct:

struct position Lat_p, Long_p;

Structures

• Here we created an array of struct:

struct position p1[2], p2[2];



Structures

• How to assign values to a struct?

• Use of the “dot” operator:

Lat_p.deg = 43;
Lat_p.min = 39;
Lat_p.sec = 0;
Lat_p.dir = ‘N’;

positional info 
for Toronto

Structures

• Or in the context of the array of structs:

p1[0].deg = 43;
p1[0].min = 39;
p1[0].sec = 0;
p1[0].dir = ‘N’;
p1[1].deg = 79;
p1[1].min = 23;
p1[1].sec = 0;
p1[1].dir = ‘W’;



Structures

• A pointer to a struct (use the right-arrow 
operator ->)

struct position *Lat_p;

Lat_p->deg = 43; 
Lat_p->min = 39; 
Lat_p->sec = 0; 
Lat_p->dir = ‘N’;

Structures

• Passing a struct to a function?

void convert_DD(struct position *p)
{
    double ms, d;

  ms = p->min + (p->sec/60.0); 
    d = ms/60.0;

  p->decD = p->deg + d;
}

could be pass-
by-value OR 

pass-by-
reference, but 

the latter is 
faster



Structures

• It is possible to return a structure or a pointer 
to a structure.

struct position read_pos(void)
{
    struct position p;
    printf(“Degrees: “);
    scanf(“%d”, &p.deg);
    printf(“Minutes: “);
    scanf(“%d”, &p.min);
    printf(“Seconds: “);
    scanf(“%d”, &p.sec);
    scanf(“%c”, &p.dir);
    printf(“Direction: “);
    scanf(“%c”, &p.dir);
    return p;
}

Types

• A type specification describes how a new 
type is constructed out of previously defined 
elements.

• The most convenient way to define a new 
type is within a typedef declaration, which 
allows a name to be attached to the newly 
constructed type.



Types

• For example:

typedef int integer;

typedef long long extreme;

typedef unsigned char BYTE;

This makes integer a 
type that is synonymous 
with int, and it can be 

used in declarations, just 
as other types are used.

Types

• For example:

integer i1, i2;

extreme g1, g2;

BYTE b1, b2;



Types

• Can also be used with structs:

typedef struct Books {
    char title[50];
    char author[50];
    char subject[100];
    char ISBN[11];
} Book;

The type Book can now 
be used where struct 

Books was used.

Types

• OR:

struct Books {
    char title[50];
    char author[50];
    char subject[100];
    char ISBN[11];
};

typedef struct Books Book;



Types

• Loading up the data:

Book book;

strcpy(book.title, "The Art of Joinery");
strcpy(book.author, "Joseph Moxon"); 
strcpy(book.subject, "woodworking");
strcpy(book.isbn, "0615252796");

Types

• An array of structs as a type:

typedef struct Books Library[100];

Library cooking;

fgets(cooking[0].title, 50, stdin);



An example

• Create an image struct.

struct image
{

    int nrow;
    int ncol;
    int pixel[750][750];
    char date[11];
    int aperture;
    int ISOspeed;
};
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